Theory pipeline for PDF fitting
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Fitting PDFs requires the integration of a broad range of datasets, both from data and theory side,
into a unique framework. While for data the integration mainly consists in the standardization of the
data format, for the theory predictions there are multiple ingredients involved. Different providers
are developed by separate groups for different processes, with a variety of inputs (runcards) and
outputs (interpolation grids). Moreover, since processes are measured at different scales, DGLAP
evolution has to be provided for the PDF candidate, or precomputed into the grids. We are working
towards the automation of all these steps in a unique framework, that will be useful for any PDF
fitting groups, and possibly also for phenomenological studies.
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1. Introduction
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Performing a PDF fit requires to integrate several elements to be gathered from many different
sources: data from several experiments, ranging over multiple decades and formats, and competitive
theory predictions, coming from different providers. Finally, a fitting methodology has to be selected
and engineered to implement theory constraints, and to limit not physically motivated bias.
While data is a static component in the fit, the theory predictions depend on the candidate PDF,
since they are the mapping that connect the unobserved PDF space, to the observed data space.
During the fit, this map will be used a large number of times (at least once for every minimization
step), so it is paramount to have an efficient way to evaluate it, otherwise it can become a serious
bottleneck.
For this reason, a few interfaces to PDF independent theory predictions have already been
implemented [1–4], and they are used in different contexts. They propose different file formats to
store the output of a Monte Carlo generator, splitting them by luminosity component, perturbative
order, and observables binning. This output can be optimized as an interpolation grid, leveraging the
fact that the PDF itself is only defined over a finite set of points, and thus including the interpolation
basis in the factorized cross-section. Essentially, this recast the partonic cross sections predictions
as a theory array, for which the Mellin convolution is replaced by a linear algebra contraction
over a single or multiple PDF set. This idea can be broadened to apply to any factorized function,
describing the structure of an external hadron (both incoming and outgoing).
However, this picture does not exhaust the needs of a PDF fit (or any other hadronic one),
because, while the PDF dependence on flavor and 𝑥 value is folded on the grid, that on factorization
scale has to be fixed to the process dependent value. This dependence is not fitted, since it
is only determined by perturbative QCD. In order to obtain it, it is required to solve the DGLAP
equation with the border condition provided by the fit. But being DGLAP a set of integro-differential
equations linear in the PDF, this can be converted in the application of a suitable evolution operator,
solving the same equation. Since the evolution operator can also be computed ahead of time, it is
possible to combine the two ingredients (the operator and the grid) in a single fast array interface,
that will directly produce the required theory predictions once contracted on the PDF candidate.
Thus, the map from PDF space to data space discussed above, is reduced to a linear algebra product
(or more than one, when multiple hadrons are involved). During this operation, there is no loss
of generality, since the interpolation basis used for the conversion of the analytic convolutions is
already present in many PDF applications due to their non-perturbative nature. Such an interface
is called a “Fast Kernel table” (shortened to FK table) in the context of the NNPDF collaboration.
To produce the FK tables an evolution operator provider is required, and needs to be interfaced
with the grids. This was originally done in NNPDF by an internal tool (FKgenerator), and then
systematized in the APFELgrid [5] package (leveraging the APFEL [6] evolution library), later
reworked once more taking the name of APFELcomb [7].
An array interface is extremely useful, since it allows to treat the theory map in the context of
many software frameworks, just relying on the data structure of an array. Especially relevant for
machine learning software frameworks, but not limited to them, e.g. it allows to create a Bayesian
inference-based methodology, without the need of the treatment of further complex functions.
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2. Architecture
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As it has been explained in the previous section, a theory map, i.e. an FK table, is made of two
main components: a PDF independent interpolation grid and an evolution operator.
For the second one, we just need a single provider, able to compute the DGLAP solving
operator for a variety of theory settings (corresponding to different PDF fits, e.g. NLO and NNLO
QCD evolution), able to perform the operator computation as efficient as possible, and to smoothly
interface with the grid for convolution. Multiple evolution codes are already available for the
purpose [6, 8–11], but when the authors decided to begin the full rework of the architecture, it has
been clear that a dedicated tool, with this exact goal in mind, would have been an ideal solution.
For this reason, the software package EKO [12] has been created, providing a framework to solve
DGLAP equations in Mellin space, similarly to [8], but generating an output in 𝑥-space, i.e. the
one usually employed by the fit. Moreover, while not being the first tool to provide evolution
operators [6, 9], it produces them as the default output, optimizing the process as much as possible,
storing them in a dedicated file format, designed to be easily available from different programming
languages.
EKO is very different from APFEL, the tool on which the NNPDF framework has until now
relied. For instance APFELgrid (then APFELcomb), the tool which generates APFEL-based FK
table, introduces an explicit dependency on APFEL itself (and thus its internals). EKO instead not
only exposes a restricted public API (making all the dependent projects decoupled from its very
internals), but the dependency is not required at all to consume the EKO output, consisting of float
arrays stored in a very common tar archive, and standard YAML metadata. On the other side,
the observable grids have to be produced by different generators, in order to cover the full variety
of available processes. For this reason, we need an interface to them, with the following targets:
standardizing the output and making it reproducible.
The solution we propose is thus based on the concept of interpolation grid, and specifically
on PineAPPL as an interface. In particular, PineAPPL exposes APIs to different languages: it
is natively written in Rust, but has an API to C/C++, that can be consumed also by a Fortran
application (examples provided for all of them), and a Python API, mostly dedicated to scripting
and integration with the rest of the pipeline, but there are providers (essentially yadism [13], used
for DIS at NNLO) already using it to fill grids.
Since different generators require different inputs, we are trying to standardize them into
a common format for which other cards can be generated, called pinecard. This is still work in
progress, nevertheless, it is useful to speak of pinecards, since they are used as inputs for pinefarm,
that is the unique Python package working as a front-end for the various generators. Essentially,
each generator needs dedicated code to run, but this interface has to be written once, and then is part
of pinefarm, standardizing the input for that generator, and part of the input across all of them (e.g.
metadata, like references and observable details, or theory parameters). In fig. 1 we summarize our
architecture: the generators are directly interfaced with the PineAPPL library, and the output is thus
standardized to an interpolation grid (for one or two colliding hadrons), the input instead consists
of a pinecard.
Once the grid is available, pineko (a package dedicated to the final construction of FK tables)
can extract the details of the operator needed for the FK table generation from the grid, generate the
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Figure 1: Updated version of the flow diagram already appeared in [14], showing the overall pipeline
architecture. Arrows in the picture indicate the flow of information (together with the execution order),
and the orange insets on other elements indicate an interface to PineAPPL (notice EKO not having it). In
particular, magenta blocks above pinefarm are the providers [1, 2, 13, 15–17].

EKO input, and then combine the grid and the operator into the final FK table.
All the components of the pipeline are open source and the code is available in the NNPDF
GitHub organization:
• PineAPPL: https://github.com/NNPDF/pineappl
• EKO: https://github.com/NNPDF/eko
• pineko: https://github.com/NNPDF/pineko
• pinefarm: https://github.com/NNPDF/runcards (including the relevant pinecards,
required for NNPDF fits)
The set of tools does not depend on the NNPDF fitting methodology and can be used in general
for any hadronic function fitting1.

3. Applications
Components have applications on their own, and part of them have already been used (or are
being used) to support other works. Even though here it appears incidental, this is an important
design feature: we are building a framework, not just a pipeline application. The various components
should be focused on dedicated tasks and easy to integrate in different architecture (or, more
realistically, stand-alone projects), for similar but different goals.
A first example is the study on evidence for an intrinsic charm component in the proton [18],
based on the NNPDF 4.0 PDF set, latest release of the NNPDF family, and EKO [12], the evolution
code described in the previous section 2. The role of EKO has been to unfold the intrinsic component
1Generalization of PineAPPL to support fragmentation functions and polarized PDFs is work in progress.
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4. Conclusions
In this proceeding we presented the new theory predictions framework and described its main
application in the context of PDF fitting. The main features are the standardization, maintainability,
modularity, and reproducibility. We aim for a good support for multiple users and external contributions. Finally, we discussed some early stand-alone applications for the individual components
introduced in the framework.
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